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ABSTRACT
The tidal disruption of a star by a supermassive black hole (SMBH) is a highly energetic event
with consequences dependent on the degree to which the star plunges inside the SMBH’s tidal
sphere. We introduce a new analytic model for tidal disruption events (TDEs) to analyse the
dependence of these events on β, the ratio of the tidal radius to the orbital pericentre. We find,
contrary to most previous work, that the spread in debris energy for a TDE is largely constant
for all β. This result has important consequences for optical transient searches targeting TDEs,
which we discuss. We quantify leading-order general relativistic corrections to this spread in
energy and find that they are small. We also examine the role of stellar spin and find that a
combination of spin–orbit misalignment, rapid rotation and high β may alter the spread in
debris energy. Finally, we quantify for the first time the gravitational wave emission due to the
strong compression of a star in a high-β TDE. Although this signal is unlikely to be detectable
for disruptions of main-sequence stars, the tidal disruption of a white dwarf by an intermediate
mass black hole can produce a strong signal visible to Advanced LIGO at tens of megaparsecs.

Key words: black hole physics – gravitational waves – galaxies: nuclei – X-rays: bursts.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Stars which pass too close to supermassive black holes (SMBHs) are
disrupted by the enormous gravitational gradients acting on them.
The eventual fallback of ∼50 per cent of the star’s mass on to the
black hole can produce a highly luminous, multiwavelength flare –
the primary observable signature of a tidal disruption event (TDE).
Over a dozen strong TDE candidates have been observed, with
most detections made in X-ray (Bade, Komossa & Dahlem 1996;
Komossa & Greiner 1999; Gezari et al. 2003) or UV (Gezari et al.
2006, 2008, 2009), but some in optical archival (van Velzen et al.
2011) and transient (Cenko et al. 2012a; Gezari et al. 2012) searches.
Recently, collimated jets from two relativistic TDE candidates have
been detected by the Swift satellite (Bloom et al. 2011; Levan et al.
2011; Zauderer et al. 2011; Cenko et al. 2012b).

The rate of TDEs is highly uncertain, from both theoretical and
observational perspectives. On the observational side, uncertainties
stem from both the low sample size and unclear sources of system-
atic error; nonetheless, observational estimates of the TDE rate per
galaxy generally find ṄTDE ∼ 10−4–10−5 yr−1 (Donley et al. 2002;
Gezari et al. 2008). This is in rough agreement with the wide range
of theoretical predictions for the TDE rate, which invoke different
ways to scatter stars into the SMBH ‘loss cone’ (the region of low
angular momentum phase space containing orbits which pass inside
the tidal sphere). The most theoretically secure method of feeding
stars into the loss cone is standard two-body relaxation, which sets
a conservative lower limit on ṄTDE between 10−4 and 10−6 yr−1

� E-mail: nstone@cfa.harvard.edu

(Frank & Rees 1976; Lightman & Shapiro 1977; Cohn & Kulsrud
1978; Magorrian & Tremaine 1999; Wang & Merritt 2004). Alter-
native mechanisms for enhancing the TDE rate include triaxiality in
a galaxy’s nuclear potential (Merritt & Poon 2004), encounters with
massive perturbers (Perets, Hopman & Alexander 2007), the effect
of an inspiraling secondary SMBH (Ivanov, Polnarev & Saha 2005;
Chen et al. 2009, 2011; Wegg & Bode 2011) and gravitational wave
(GW) recoil after the merger of a binary SMBH (Stone & Loeb
2011).

Past theoretical work on TDEs has included analytic estimates of
event energetics and time-scales (Rees 1988; Phinney 1989; Ulmer
1999; Strubbe & Quataert 2009), hydrodynamical simulations of
the disruption process in both smoothed-particle-hydrodynamics
(Nolthenius & Katz 1982; Evans & Kochanek 1989; Laguna et al.
1993; Lodato, King & Pringle 2009) and mesh (Khokhlov, Novikov
& Pethick 1993; Frolov et al. 1994; Guillochon et al. 2009; Guil-
lochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013) codes, and radiative transfer work
to quantify emission and absorption processes in TDEs (Kasen &
Ramirez-Ruiz 2010; Strubbe & Quataert 2011). The large hierar-
chy of time and length scales involved in a TDE makes it difficult
to self-consistently simulate one from disruption to the onset of
accretion, so other work has focused on the formation (Kochanek
1994) and evolution (Cannizzo, Lee & Goodman 1990; Montesinos
Armijo & de Freitas Pacheco 2011) of TDE accretion discs. The
properties of these flares depend crucially on the spread in orbital
specific energy of the post-disruption debris streams, as that spread
sets the mass fallback rate on to the SMBH. All fallback rates
are generally expected to produce multicolour blackbody emission
from the accretion discs they feed (Lodato & Rossi 2011), while
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super-Eddington fallback rates may drive powerful outflows, in-
creasing the optical luminosity by orders of magnitude (Loeb &
Ulmer 1997; Strubbe & Quataert 2009, 2011). Weaker, non-
disruptive tidal encounters can be studied as linear perturba-
tions to an equilibrium stellar structure (Press & Teukolsky 1977;
Gomboc & Čadež 2005), although as orbital pericentres approach
the tidal radius hydrodynamical simulations are necessary to cap-
ture non-linear effects and partial mass-loss (Khokhlov et al. 1993;
Diener et al. 1997; Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013).

Much of the pioneering work on TDEs was done in the 1980s
using the semi-analytic affine model (Carter & Luminet 1983, here-
after CL83), which treats the disrupting star as a set of concentric
ellipsoidal shells evolving under the combined influences of self-
gravity, pressure and the SMBH tidal field (Carter & Luminet 1985;
Luminet & Carter 1986). This model has found a wide range of
uses, and has been generalized to include the effects of both ther-
monuclear reaction networks (Luminet & Pichon 1989) and general
relativity (GR; Luminet & Marck 1985), although its validity tends
to break down at late times as the stellar debris exits the tidal sphere.
One key finding of the affine model is that during the early stages
of disruption, prior to the star’s arrival at pericentre, motion orthog-
onal to the orbital plane decouples from motion within, leading to
a strong, one-dimensional compression (a vertical ‘pancaking’) of
the star. This effect scales strongly with the penetration factor β,
defined as the ratio of the tidal radius Rt to the pericentre radius
Rp. The pancaking of the star is reversed by the buildup of internal
pressure, which leads to a rebound in the vertical direction. Shock
formation accompanies this rebound (and occasionally the infall pe-
riod prior to maximum compression), with X-ray shock breakout a
potential though as yet undetected observational signature of TDEs
(Kobayashi et al. 2004; Guillochon et al. 2009).

In this paper, after establishing basic dynamical features of TDEs
(Section 2) we present a new analytic model to analyse the tidal free
fall of the star prior to its maximum vertical compression (Section
3). In many ways, this represents a simplification of the affine
model, and its primary appeal is its greater analytic tractability. Us-
ing our model, we correct a longstanding error in the literature on
the spread in debris energy �ε. We verify the robustness of our esti-
mates by considering redistribution of vertical collapse energy to in-
plane motion (Section 4), the desynchronization of vertical collapse
(Section 5), and leading-order general relativistic corrections (Sec-
tion 6), the latter of which are found to be small. We examine
the GWs generated by rapid changes in the star’s quadrupole mo-
ment during maximum compression, and find them to be detectable
by Advanced LIGO1 for disruptions of white dwarfs (WDs) (Sec-
tion 7). We conclude with the observational implications of our
work, which primarily involve the suppression of strongly super-
Eddington TDEs (Section 8), and a general discussion (Section 9).

2 DY NA M I C A L E N E R G Y S P R E A D

A star is tidally disrupted if the pericentre of its orbit, Rp, lies inward
of the tidal radius,

Rt = R∗(MBH/M∗)1/3. (1)

Here M∗ and R∗ are the mass and radius of the victim star, and
MBH is the black hole mass. In reality, this expression for the tidal
radius is not exact and contains weak, order unity dependences on
stellar structure (Diener et al. 1995), stellar spin and black hole spin
(Kesden 2012a). We ignore these complications for most of this

1 http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/

paper. Very shortly after entry into the tidal sphere (and before peri-
centre passage for β > 1), the SMBH’s tidal forces do an amount
of work exceeding the star’s gravitational binding energy, and the
star’s fluid elements begin moving on roughly geodesic trajecto-
ries. In the standard picture, hydrodynamic forces are subsequently
neglected and the specific orbital energy ε of the debris streams is
‘frozen in,’ with a spread given by

�ε = k
GMBHR∗

R2
p

, (2)

where G is the gravitational constant and k a constant of order
unity related to stellar structure and rotation prior to disruption.
This approximate estimate can be obtained by Taylor expanding
the SMBH potential around the star at pericentre, or alternatively
by multiplying the equivalent tidal acceleration at pericentre Ap ∼
(GMBH/R2

p)(R∗/Rp) by the dynamical time Tp ∼ (GMBH/R3
p)−1/2

to get �Vp = ApTp. Using Vp = (2GMBH/Rp)1/2, one can then find
�ε = Vp�Vp ∼ GMBHR∗/R2

p . We note that equation (2) is widely
used in the literature (Evans & Kochanek 1989; Kochanek 1994;
Ulmer 1999; Strubbe & Quataert 2009; Kasen & Ramirez-Ruiz
2010; Lodato & Rossi 2011).

However, this reasoning is incorrect; by the time the star reaches
pericentre its fluid elements are moving on almost ballistic trajecto-
ries. As the star plunges into the tidal sphere, internal forces become
subdominant to the SMBH tidal field, with the ratio of the tidal to
the self-gravitational acceleration given by at/ag ≈ (Rt/R)3. Here
R is the orbital separation. The work done by internal forces de-
creases more slowly, ∼GM∗R/R2

∗ , although this simple expression
overestimates the amount of work done by internal forces, which
at R ≈ Rt will cancel each other to first order (given that the star is
initially in hydrostatic equilibrium).

To accurately evaluate �ε at pericentre passage, one would need
to account for distortions in the free-falling star’s physical shape,
as well as internal velocities. At any point along the star’s orbit, a
Cartesian coordinate system (Brassart & Luminet 2008) will define
the principal axes (eigenvectors) of the tidal tensor. If we define the
unit vectors X̂ parallel to the vector connecting the star and SMBH,
Ŷ in the orbital plane but perpendicular to X̂ , and Ẑ perpendicular
to the orbital plane, the star will be stretched in the X̂ direction
but compressed in the Ŷ and Ẑ directions. By the time the star
reaches pericentre, the rotation of these axes along a parabolic orbit
has resulted in compression along the X̂-axis which reduces the
potential gradient across the star, invalidating the above formula;
further inaccuracy is introduced by the internal motions (i.e. veloc-
ity shear among ballistic debris trajectories) of the star within the
SMBH’s tidal sphere. A more accurate estimate of the spread in
specific energy can be found by taking the potential gradient at the
moment of tidal disruption, i.e. when the star crosses the tidal sphere
and becomes unbound, as after this point the motion of the debris
becomes roughly geodesic. This revision to the approximation of
energy freeze-in yields

�ε = k
GMBHR∗

R2
t

. (3)

Leading order analysis suggests that this frozen-in dynamical en-
ergy spread cannot grow to the much larger values predicted at high
β by equation (2). As shown above, equation (3) is of the same mag-
nitude as the subsequent work done by internal forces (�GM∗R/R2

∗ ,
which may be a significant overestimate when one considers that
hydrodynamic pressure and gravity partially cancel for R ≈ Rt). We
note that an analogous conclusion (on the β-independence of the
energetics of tidal disruption) can be seen in tidal separations of
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binary stars by SMBHs (Sari, Kobayashi & Rossi 2010, hereafter
SKR10). We can alternatively use β = Rt/Rp to rewrite equations
(2) and (3) as

�ε = kβn GMBHR∗
R2

t
, (4)

with n = 2 for the standard, equation (2) picture and n = 0 for
our revised, equation (3) analysis. In the sections below, our more
detailed analysis of the tidal compression experienced by the star
will examine if intermediate or piecewise values of n are more
appropriate. The observational implications of changes to �ε are
discussed in Section 8.

3 FR E E SO L U T I O N S A N D F R E E C O L L A P S E

Other factors could influence or invalidate the simple analytic ar-
gument presented in Section 2, such as redistribution of energy
during the moments of maximum compression, corrections from
GR, stellar spin or simply work done on the star’s fluid elements
by subdominant internal forces inside the tidal sphere. In this sec-
tion, we introduce a new analytic model for the tidal free fall of a
disrupted star that will help us approach these issues.

Because the dominant source of TDEs is expected to be stars
scattered on to radial orbits from ∼pc scales (Magorrian & Tremaine
1999; Wang & Merritt 2004), we assume a parabolic orbit for the
centre of mass of the star, with distance from the SMBH given by

R = 2Rp

1 + cos f
. (5)

For such an orbit time t is related to true anomaly f via

t = 1

3

(
2R3

p

GMBH

)1/2

tan

(
f

2

) (
3 + tan2

(
f

2

))
, (6)

although the differential form

df

dt
= 1

81/2
(1 + cos f )2

√
GMBH

R3
p

(7)

is more generally useful. We set t = f = 0 at R = Rp, and use ḟ > 0
throughout this paper.

The sequence of events in a TDE, first noted by CL83, will be
useful shorthand for us, so we introduce it here. Phase I (near-
equilibrium) of a TDE lasts while R > Rt, and the star remains in
approximate if slightly perturbed equilibrium. Phase II (free fall)
begins when the star crosses the tidal sphere and becomes gravita-
tionally unbound; in this paper, we will treat the transition between
Phases I and II as instantaneous, an assumption we justify below in
Section 5. The assumption of tidal free fall is very useful because
of the existence of analytic, ‘free’ solutions to the Hill equations
in the parabolic restricted three-body problem, but it is not imme-
diately obvious that internal forces in the star can be neglected for
R < Rt. To first order the approximation seems reasonable because
the ratio of tidal acceleration to self-gravitational acceleration grows
quickly, as at/ag ≈ (Rt/R)3 for the bulk of the star. Furthermore, the
star’s internal pressure and self-gravity partially cancel each other,
further reducing their combined contribution. For now, we assume
the validity of the free-fall assumption, but after developing further
machinery we will justify it further in Section 5.

During this free fall, the star is compressed perpendicular to the
orbital plane (along Ẑ) and in one direction within the orbital plane,
while being stretched along the other in-plane direction. Although
for the limiting case of radial infall, the problem is self-similar in all

three dimensions (SKR10), the rotation of the line connecting the
star’s centre of mass to the SMBH breaks the in-plane similarity.
By the time the star has reached pericentre, the X̂ direction (which
is parallel to the line between the SMBH and the orbital pericentre),
is compressed, and Ŷ is stretched, but the distortions are both much
smaller than the compression orthogonal to the orbital plane. Shortly
after passing pericentre, synchronous tidal free fall in the Ẑ direction
leads to very strong compression of the star, which is eventually
reversed by hydrodynamic forces. Phase III (bounce) begins when
hydrodynamical forces become strong enough to begin slowing the
collapse of the star along its vertical axis. Once the star’s collapse has
reversed, hydrodynamical forces quickly become negligible again,
and Phase IV (the rebound) begins, with stellar gas once again
moving on ballistic trajectories.

We take as initial conditions for Phase II a spherically symmet-
ric star at the tidal sphere, with fluid elements possessing initial
positions r (the coordinate origin tracks the star’s centre of mass)
and initial velocities in the centre of mass frame u(r). Making the
approximation that upon entering the tidal sphere, internal forces
become negligible unless and until compression triggers shock for-
mation or isentropic pressure buildup, we take the pre-shock trajec-
tories of these fluid elements to be completely ballistic. This means
that their trajectories are given by the parabolic Hill equations,
rH = {xH, yH, zH}. Unlike the {X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ} coordinates, which rotate
as f progresses, the {x̂, ŷ, ẑ} which are used in the Hill equations
define a fixed lab frame. The free solutions to these equations, ne-
glecting self-gravity, can be written in closed form (SKR10) using
coordinates where distance has been normalized by R∗ and time by√

R3∗/(GM∗); we denote such coordinates in this paper by writing
tildes over them. All other coordinates are in physical units, unless
otherwise noted. The equations of motion themselves are derived in
Appendix A. Although there are six independent solutions to these
equations, motion out of the orbital plane is decoupled from motion
within it, so only two are relevant for perturbed motion in the ẑ
direction:

z̃H = Ez̃E + F z̃F

z̃E = 1

β

2 sin f

1 + cos f

z̃F = 1

β

2 cos f

1 + cos f
. (8)

Here E and F are undetermined coefficients that are set by the initial
conditions described above. In particular, if we require that a fluid
element of initial position z = z0 has initial velocity w = ż = 0 at
f = ft, where the true anomaly upon entry into the tidal sphere is
given by

ft = − arccos(2/β − 1), (9)

then

E = −z̃0

√
β − 1 (10)

F = z̃0. (11)

If we introduce a tidal potential � felt in the rest frame of the star,
the tidal acceleration is given by SKR10 as

¨̃z = −∂�

∂z̃
= −β3 (1 + cos f )3

8
z̃. (12)

We note that the self-similarity of equation (12) implies that the free
solutions all collapse to z = 0 simultaneously at a true anomaly fc,
although physically this collapse will be reversed shortly before by
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the buildup of pressure gradients strong enough to counteract the
tidal forces compressing the star. However, it is useful to solve for
fc using equation (8):

tan fc = 1

(β − 1)1/2
. (13)

From this formula, we see that in the limit of β → ∞, collapse
along the z-axis occurs at fc = 0, i.e. at pericentre, while in the
marginal disruption limit of β → 1, collapse occurs at fc = π/2,
i.e. at a fixed point past pericentre. We have already mentioned that
the free solutions become less valid for small β due to the increasing
importance of internal forces, but we can see from equation (13)
a second, stronger, inconsistency at low β, which is that the free
solutions dictate vertical collapse after the disrupted star leaves the
tidal sphere, i.e. fc > | ft|. This occurs for β � 1.3.

Although the onset of Phase III is dictated by compression in the
ẑ direction, the outcome of the bounce will be affected by motion
within the orbital plane during Phase II, when f < fc. We therefore
describe here the free solutions within the orbital plane (SKR10):

x̃H = Ax̃A + Bx̃B + Cx̃C + Dx̃D

ỹH = AỹA + BỹB + CỹC + DỹD

x̃A = − 1

β

sin f

1 + cos f

ỹA = 1

β

cos f

1 + cos f

x̃B = − 1

β
sin f

ỹB = 1

β
(1 + cos f )

x̃C = 1

β
(2 − cos f )

ỹC = − 1

β
cos f tan(f /2)

x̃D = 1

β
(8 + 12 cos f ) tan4(f /2)

ỹD = 1

β

35 sin f − 2 sin(2f ) + 3 sin(3f )

(1 + cos f )2
. (14)

If we consider a point on the star with an initial position, relative
to the star’s centre of mass, of (x0, y0, z0) and zero initial velocity
(here, as before, ‘initial’ refers to f = ft, i.e. crossing into the tidal
sphere), then we have four initial conditions for four unknowns:
{A, B, C, D}. Using equation (9), we find

A = 1

β2

(
−8x̃0

√
β − 1 + 2ỹ0(β2 + 2β − 4)

)
, (15)

B = 1

5β2

(
2x̃0

√
β − 1(β3 − 4β2 + 8) (16)

+ ỹ0(9β3 − 12β2 − 8β + 16)

)
,

C = 1

β2

(
x̃0(2β2 + β − 2) − 2ỹ0

√
β − 1(β2 − 1)

)
, (17)

D = − 1

20β2

(
x̃0(β − 2) + 2ỹ0

√
β − 1

)
. (18)

All six of the free solutions we have listed can be thought of as
slight perturbations to a different orbital element of the parabolic

Figure 1. Normalized height z̃ = z/R∗ versus true anomaly f for the vertical
collapse of one-dimensional stars at varying β. The solid blue curves in panel
(a) are β = 2; the dashed orange curves in panel (b) are β = 4; the dotted
purple curves in panel (c) are β = 10; the dot–dashed brown curves in panel
(d) are β = 40. Each scenario is initialized at f = ft(β). Note that f = 0
corresponds to pericentre.

centre of mass trajectory, boosted into the centre of mass frame.
The free solutions represent freely falling particles in a Newtonian
potential, but with a coordinate origin following a parabolic centre
of mass trajectory.

We have now exactly specified the motion of the idealized star’s
fluid elements in the orbital plane during Phase II. We plot the
vertical free solutions for a variety of β in Fig. 1, and snapshots
from motion within the orbital plane in Fig. 2. Here, we list several
important features of the free solutions, when they are initialized
with static spheres of matter at f = ft.

(i) For f > ft, an initially spherical shell of matter will deform into
a sequence of roughly ellipsoidal shapes. It is simple to demonstrate
that they do not generally take the form of true ellipsoids, however.

(ii) Initially concentric spherical shells of matter remain concen-
tric, with in-plane principal axes that remain aligned with those of
other concentric shells.

(iii) Slices of the star through the orbital plane (z = 0) maintain
reflection symmetry across their rotating in-plane principal axes.

(iv) The derivation of the free solutions assumes that R∗/R � 1
(SKR10). If we neglect stretching of the star, this is equivalent to
requiring β � (MBH/M∗)1/3, a condition that is in general easily
satisfied: a 106 M	 SMBH, if non-spinning, cannot disrupt solar-
type stars with β � 11 (higher β values will place the pericentre
interior to the marginally bound circular orbit, and the star will
plunge directly into the horizon). Even a maximally spinning SMBH
of this mass cannot disrupt solar-type stars with β � 47. The effects
of tidal stretching will make it somewhat harder to satisfy this
assumption, but only for the minority of the star’s mass that is
strongly stretched.

The free solutions allow us to directly solve for the stellar axis
ratio as a function of f or t, and it is trivial to do so numerically,
but there is an exact analytic solution as well. If we denote the
lengths of the long and short principal axes of our tidally distorted
star (within the orbital plane) as rlong and rshort, respectively, we can
solve for them by rewriting x̃0 = cos θ0, ỹ0 = sin θ0, and finding
the appropriate θ0. More specifically, we set d

dθ
R2

H(f ) = 0 (with
R2

H = x2
H + y2

H), and solve for θ ex, the values of θ0 which extremize
RH. More physically, we are searching for the initial angles θ ex

around the star which at a later orbital phase f will correspond to its
principal axes in the orbital plane. Once we have the initial angular
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Consequences of strong compression in TDEs 1813

Figure 2. The x and y coordinates (in units of Rt, which for the 106 M	 SMBH in this example is 100 R	) of the free solutions for varying β, translated
so that the origin lies on the SMBH. As before, we mark the β = 2 trajectory as solid blue, β = 4 as dashed orange, β = 10 as dotted purple and β = 40
as dot–dashed brown. The free solutions for an initially circular mid-plane slice of a star are magenta at f = ft, pink at f = 0.7ft and red at f = fc. The tidal
radius is marked as a grey dashed circle. The right-hand plot is a zoomed-in version of the left. The free solutions are breaking down for the β = 40 curve near
pericentre, as the long axis of the star exceeds the orbital radius in size.

Figure 3. An initially (f = ft) circular ring of stellar fluid elements has
been tidally distorted by the time it reaches f = fc. The principal axes of the
distorted, free-falling body are the solid green vectors, the centre of mass
velocity is the dashed yellow vector, and the direction to the SMBH is the
dotted red vector. The angle ψc (ϒc) is measured between the negative x̂
direction and the long principal axis (stellar velocity vector). We define the
misalignment angle νc = ϒc − ψc.

positions of the principal axes, θ ex, we can plug in to equations (14)
and solve for the size of the principal axes at a later true anomaly
f > ft. We also find the misalignment angle ν between the long
in-plane principal axis and the orbital velocity vector. The in-plane
stellar geometry is presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 4. The principal axis lengths, rlong and rshort, of the distorted star
(at f = fc) versus β. Here rlong is plotted as thick green curves; rshort as thin
yellow curves. The exact solutions are solid lines, while the dashed curves
are the high-β Taylor expansions given by equations (B6), (B7).

The algebra involved in this solution is unenlightening, so we
leave the general solution θ ex(f) for numerical work and only derive
analytic expressions for θ ex(fc), which is the situation of great-
est interest. The details are contained in Appendix , but we plot
the results below in Fig. 4. Specifically, these are the sizes of the
principal axes at f = fc. For comparison, we plot curves of the
high β limiting behaviour, for which r̃long ≈ 4

5 β1/2 + 22
5 β−1/2 and

r̃short ≈ 2β−1/2 − 23
2 β−3/2.

The primary interesting feature of the axis ratio calculations is
that for disruptions of stars by SMBHs, the physically relevant range
of rlong and rshort is quite narrow, being confined between 3 and 5 for
the former, and 0.3 and 0.5 for the latter. For the tidal disruption of
a star by an intermediate mass black hole (IMBH), or perhaps more
exotic disruption scenarios, a larger range of β (and therefore rlong,
rshort) can be attained, but for star-SMBH TDEs only a surprisingly
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1814 N. Stone, R. Sari and A. Loeb

Figure 5. Curves illustrating misalignment of the tidally raised bulge and
the orbital velocity vector at the point of z-collapse (f = fc). The red dotted
curve is the angle between the negative x-axis and the tidal bulge (ψc),
the green dashed curve is the angle between the negative x-axis and the
orbital velocity vector and the solid yellow curve is the difference between
them, i.e. the misalignment angle (νc). These angles are plotted against the
penetration factor β. The high-β limit for νc is the dot–dashed yellow curve.

narrow range of principal axis lengths are accessible. This implies
that the naive Taylor expansion of the SMBH potential as the star
passes through R = Rp, i.e. equation (2), will fail primarily because
of internal velocities within the free-falling stellar debris, and only
secondarily because of distortions in the star’s shape.

As we shall see in Section 4, when estimating energy redistribu-
tion during maximum vertical compression, the misalignment angle
ν plays a larger role than the slowly varying axis ratio. This will
prove relevant when calculating corrections to �ε, and is shown in
Fig. 5. The angle νc (as elsewhere, the subscript c denotes evalua-
tion at f = fc) is found to be a rapidly decreasing function of β; to
leading order, tan νc ∝ β−3/2.

We can now use the free solutions {A, B, C, D, E, F} to quantify
precisely the spread in debris energy at the tidal radius. Because
these solutions can be thought of physically as perturbations to
the orbital elements of a parabolic trajectory, all possess exactly
zero energy except for the in-plane ‘D’solution, which has specific
energy given by

ε = −20GM∗D
R∗

(
MBH

M∗

)1/3

β, (19)

where D is the coefficient of the fourth in-plane free solution, corre-
sponding to slight variations in the eccentricity of a near-parabolic
orbit (SKR10). If we initialize our free solutions with an unper-
turbed sphere, i.e. equations (15), then we find a specific energy for
each fluid element of

εu = GMBHR∗
R2

t
(x̃0(1 − 2/β) + 2ỹ0

√
β−1 − β−2), (20)

where x̃0 and ỹ0 are the initial positions of a debris stream relative
to the star’s centre of mass at R = Rt normalized by the stellar
radius. Notably, the specific energy is to leading order independent
of β, with the weak β-dependence becoming negligible at high
penetration factors. Defining x̃0 = r̃0 cos θ0 and ỹ0 = r̃0 sin θ0 (0 ≤
r̃0 ≤ 1 is the initial internal radius, and 0 ≤ θ0 < 2π is the initial
azimuthal angle), we can analytically extremize equation (20) with
respect to θ0, to find that the spread in energy of these unperturbed
free solutions is actually fully independent of β:

�εu = 2GMBHR∗
R2

t
. (21)

In our idealized model of a spherical, stationary star undergoing
tidal free fall, the assumption of energy freeze-in at the moment of
disruption implies n = 0, and no β dependence in �εu. This result
reflects an assumption of our model: by imposing energy freeze-in
at the tidal radius, the energy spread of the debris will simply be
the potential spread across the star at that point. This picture is
complicated slightly if our initial conditions become more general,
and in particular a weak β dependence, below leading order, can be
reintroduced for spinning stars (see Section 5.3).

Energy freeze-in can be understood geometrically: curves of con-
stant specific energy across the test particles of a spherical (static)
star are lines with slope ỹ0/x̃0 = (2 − β)/(2

√
β − 1). Since this

slope ỹ0/x̃0 = cot ft, these lines are orthogonal to X̂(f = ft), and
the zero-energy D = 0 line is the one passing through the centre
of the star. On one side of that line, stellar matter is closer to the
SMBH and remains gravitationally bound; the half of the star on
the other side of the line is unbound.

In the following three sections, we examine the robustness of this
model, and consider possible corrections to our expressions for �ε.
With limited exceptions, we find that the arguments made in this
section remain generally valid.

4 TOTA L V E RT I C A L C O L L A P S E
A N D B O U N C E

For f ≈ fc, motion in the vertical direction has decoupled from in-
plane motion and the star undergoes a homologous vertical collapse.
In this regime, the vertical velocity of the free solutions near the
point of maximum collapse is very close to a constant value, with
wc ∝ β, a result known since CL83, although the exact value, for
arbitrary fc, is

wc = βz̃0

(
GM∗
2R∗

)1/2 (
(1 − β−1)1/2 + 1

)
. (22)

With this formula, we can begin thinking about Phase III of a TDE,
and in particular whether it can alter equation (21).

As we have seen in the previous section, once f ≈ fc, the ma-
jority of the star simultaneously ‘pancakes’ into a sheet of matter
strongly compressed in the vertical direction. If non-gravitational
forces were truly negligible, an idealized, one-dimensional ( ẑ extent
only) star would momentarily possess zero height at f = fc, but in
reality sufficient compression will create a pressure gradient strong
enough to oppose free fall in the z-direction. The resulting bounce
will reverse the vertical free fall and lead to vertical expansion at
speeds comparable to wc. The vertical rebound will have a limited
impact on �ε because it is effectively decelerated by the tidal po-
tential (for example, if we generously approximate the rebound as
elastic due by reflecting w at f = fc, the asymptotic free solution
velocity w → 0 as f → π), but the smaller rebound velocities
�vx, �vy in the orbital plane can in principle have more significant
effects, as �ε ∼ Vp�v. In this section, we assume that the bounce
is adiabatic; in particular, we neglect both dissipation in shocks and
the thermonuclear energy release from the compression of the stel-
lar core. For a more thorough discussion of these possibilities see
Luminet & Pichon (1989); Brassart & Luminet (2008).

During Phase III of a TDE, the requirement that central pressure
rises to halt the kinetic energy of collapse (∼M∗w2

c ) implies that
the star’s peak internal specific energy will be

Uc ∼ β2U∗(
√

1 − β−1 + 1)2, (23)

where U∗ = GM∗/R∗. Assuming a polytropic equation of state
P = Kργ , and furthermore that strong compression in the ẑ direction
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Consequences of strong compression in TDEs 1815

means that the density enhancement will be due to collapse in
ẑ alone (since the cross-sectional area within the orbital plane,
≈πrlongrshort remains roughly constant), gives a minimum stellar
height and maximum stellar density of
zmin

R∗
∼ ρ∗

ρc
∼ β−2/(γ−1), (24)

where ρ∗ is the mean pre-disruption stellar density. The duration
of maximum compression will be roughly τc ∼ wc/(R2

∗Pc), where
the mean density and pressure at peak compression are ρc and Pc,
respectively. This yields a steep power of the impact parameter,
specifically

τc ∼ β−(γ+1)/(γ−1)τ∗, (25)

with τ∗ = 1/
√

Gρ∗. Although we have only derived these formulas
at the order of magnitude level, they have been calibrated over a wide
range of β by both the affine model (Luminet & Carter 1986) and
one-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations (Brassart & Luminet
2008) (hereafter BL08). Specifically, for γ = 5/3 polytropes, the
affine model found Uc ≈ 1.2U∗β2, ρc = 1.3ρ∗β3 and τ c = 8.5τ ∗β−4,
calibrations which were essentially duplicated in BL08. Likewise,
zmin ≈ 4.5β−3R∗ if we assume that the rise in density comes entirely
from homologous, vertical stellar collapse (i.e. that the in-plane area
of the compressed star is ∼rlongrshort).

If we assume that the pressure-driven bounce acts isotropically
(i.e. that shear stresses from viscosity or shocks remain unimpor-
tant), then the relevant changes in velocity can be estimated as
ρc�vi/τ c ∼ �Pc/ri, with ri the physical dimension of the star
parallel to the pressure gradients that impart �vi. Specifically,

�vz ∼
√

Uc
zmin

zmin

�vshort · V̂ c ∼
√

Uc
zmin

rshort
sin(νc)

�vlong · V̂ c ∼
√

Uc
zmin

rlong
cos(νc), (26)

where we have denoted the direction of the orbital velocity at f = fc

as the dimensionless unit vector V̂ c. As β increases, the increasing
central pressure would enhance the in-plane velocity perturbations,
but is counterbalanced by the increasingly extreme compression of
the star, i.e. the increasing ratio of the vertical pressure gradient
to in-plane pressure gradients. The latter factor wins out, and the
velocity perturbations decrease with increasing β.

This leads to energy perturbations within the orbital plane at
bounce of �εIII ∼ Vc�v. Using our exact formulae for axis lengths
and alignment, we plot the results in Fig. 6, along with the limiting
behaviour at high β, which is well approximated by the Taylor
expansions in Appendix A as

�εIII,short ∼ 31β−5/2�εu, (27)

�εIII,long ∼ 9β−2

(
1 + 11

2β

)−1

�εu. (28)

Here, we have assumed γ = 5/3, and that zmin ≈ 5R∗β−3 based on
the BL08 calibration. We have also approximated Vc ≈ Vp, which
is accurate for high β though a mild overestimate at low β. Even
with this overestimate, we can see from Fig. 6 that only for β �
3 (where our model’s assumption of tidal free fall begins to break
down) can the pressure-driven bounce along the short principal axis
of the star provide an order unity enhancement to the total spread in
(in-plane) debris energy. The contribution of the bounce along the
longer principal axis remains negligible at all β.

Figure 6. Fractional specific energy perturbations during the bounce phase.
We plot perturbations along the short axis of the star as thick yellow curves,
and along the short axis as thin green curves. Exact solutions are solid
lines, and the leading order behaviour from equations (27) and (28) are
dashed lines. The bounce represents at most a factor of ≈2 correction to
specific energy of the stellar debris for 4 � β � 3; above these values, the
bounce is negligible. Below β ≈ 3, a larger correction is possible, but the
free solutions become somewhat unreliable. The high degree of alignment
between the stellar bulge and the orbital velocity vector causes perturbations
along the long axis to actually dominate those along the short axis above
β ≈ 15.

Because the z-component of V c = 0, the spread in kinetic energy
of vertical motion at the time of bounce is given by

�εIII,z ∼ �v2
z ∼ β2 GM∗

R∗
. (29)

Interestingly, for β � 10 the total spread in kinetic energy at the time
of bounce is dominated by �εIII, z, not �εu. However, the instanta-
neous vertical kinetic energy at f = fc will disappear as f →π. Even
neglecting dissipation of the kinetic energy of vertical free fall into
shocks, and assuming a perfectly elastic bounce, the tidal potential
of equation (12) will efficiently decelerate the vertical motion of the
debris during the Phase IV rebound and later expansion. This can be
seen by continuing the free solutions past f = fc, which corresponds
to a reflection of vertical velocity.

Here we have ignored energy release from thermonuclear burning
at the time of maximum compression, which in principle could
increase �ε. However, past estimates made in the framework of the
affine model (Luminet & Pichon 1989, table 8) found that for the
range of β values considered (5 ≤ β ≤ 20), the total thermonuclear
energy release was less than Uc, making it unlikely to change the
analysis of this section.

Of course, our analysis of energy redistribution in Phase III de-
pends critically on how synchronously the vertical collapse of the
star proceeds. If individual ‘columns’ of the star do not collapse
in the homologous manner implied by equation (12), it is unlikely
zmin will reach the extreme values predicted by the simple argu-
ments in this section. Alternatively, if separate columns collapse in
a desynchronized way, it is possible that pressure waves from col-
lapsed regions of the star will propagate upstream to uncollapsed
regions and cause them to rebound prematurely. In either scenario,
the effective zmin will be enhanced, enabling greater coupling of
the bounce energy to motions within the orbital plane, and increas-
ing the values of �εIII, short and �εIII, long. Therefore, equation (21)
should be regarded as a lower bound on �ε – a higher value of
n would be favoured if the desynchronization of vertical collapse
transfers kinetic energy to in-plane motions more efficiently than in
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our estimates here. A similar effect should arise in hydrodynamical
simulations of TDEs that lack sufficient vertical resolution to cap-
ture the maximum compression of the star (we discuss this further in
Section 9; see also Guillochon et al. 2009). In the following section,
we consider physical sources of desynchronization.

5 D E S Y N C H RO N I Z AT I O N

The synchronous vertical collapse of a one-dimensional star into
a thin, pancake-like sheet only occurs if the initial distribution of
vertical velocities is self-similar, i.e. the initial vertical velocity
w0(z0) ∝ z0. In previous sections, we have assumed the trivial self-
similarity of w0 = 0. Deviations from self-similarity will be seeded
at early times by the non-linear hydrodynamics of actual disruption
at the tidal radius Rt, and also later, as the self-gravity and pres-
sure of the stellar debris perturbs the free solutions for f < fc. In this
section, we quantify in an approximate way the effect of desynchro-
nization on our idealized earlier conclusions, finding that both the
stellar properties during Phase III (important for any shock break-
out signal) as well as �ε could be significantly altered. However,
we then argue that past hydrodynamical simulations indicate that
desynchronization is likely to be suppressed in physical TDEs, jus-
tifying our use of the parabolic free solutions. Finally, we consider
the desynchronization of stellar collapse in three dimensions.

5.1 Desynchronized free solutions

At f = ft, during the transition from Phase I to Phase II, velocity
perturbations of the order of ∼√

GM∗/R∗ could be imprinted on
the free-falling stellar debris. Normalizing our initial conditions
{z0, w0} in units of R∗ and

√
GM∗/R∗, we derive coefficients for

the ‘perturbed’ (i.e. w0 = 0) vertical free solutions to be

Ep = −z̃0

√
β − 1 − w̃0

√
1

2β
(β − 2) (30)

Fp = z̃0 + w̃0

√
2

β

√
β − 1. (31)

Therefore, the true anomaly of a perturbed vertical collapse to z = 0
is

tan(f ′
c ) = z̃0 + w̃0

√
2
√

β − 1/
√

β

z̃0
√

β − 1 + w̃0

√
2(β/2 − 1)/

√
β

. (32)

We note that both fc and f ′
c go ∝ β−1/2 in the large β limit. Unless

w0 ∝ z0, the collapse will be non-homologous, with f ′
c depending

on z0. Modest deviations from homologous initial conditions will
desynchronize the collapse, which we illustrate in Figs 7 and 8 by
plotting the desynchronized free solutions for β = 2 and β = 10,
respectively. We can see that in both cases, the time at which the free
solutions cross the orbital plane becomes strongly desynchronized,
which complicates our previously simple treatment of the transition
from ‘tidal free fall’ to ‘pressure-driven bounce’ and also raises
the possibility that the vertical kinetic energy of free fall could be
effectively isotropized and transferred to motions within the orbital
plane, restoring a β dependence to �ε.

We can estimate the amount of desynchronization by using
trigonometric identities and equations (13) and (32) to find �f =
f ′

c − fc. Specifically,

tan(�f ) = λ̃0√
2β + λ̃0

√
β − 1

, (33)

where λ̃0 = w̃0/z̃0.

Figure 7. Here, we plot several sets of free solutions (z̃ versus t̄) for β = 2.
In panel a, the initial vertical velocity w0 = 0. In panel b, all fluid elements
in the star receive initial velocity perturbations |w0| = √

GM∗/R∗; in panel
c, |w0| = √

GM∗/R∗/3. In panel d, the star receives homologous velocity
perturbations w0 = −z̃0

√
GM∗/R∗, causing synchronous collapse before

pericentre passage.

Figure 8. The same as Fig. 7, but for β = 10. Desynchronization is less
severe at higher β.

Interestingly, both Figs 7 and 8 show that most of the star’s desyn-
chronized free solutions have two crossings of the orbital plane,
raising the possibility of a double bounce in desynchronized col-
lapse scenarios (something previously seen only due to GR effects,
e.g. Luminet & Marck (1985) – see Section VI). But is it realistic
to expect desynchronized collapse?

5.2 Validity of free solutions in one dimension

From the above discussion, it is clear that only modest deviations
from self-similarity in the initial velocity perturbations w0 will pro-
duce a strongly non-homologous vertical collapse at most realistic
β. We can quantify the magnitude of the initial velocity perturba-
tions λ̃0 required to significantly desynchronize one-dimensional
collapse by making the approximation (valid for small � f ) that

the desynchronization time-scale �t1D ≈ �f
√

R3
p/(GMBH). If we

then require �t1D < τ c = χ cτ ∗, then for a γ = 5/3 polytrope (with
χ c ≈ 8.5) and inwardly directed velocity perturbations we find the
condition that

|λ̃0| �
√

2β tan(2χcβ
−5/2)

1 + √
β − 1 tan(2χcβ−5/2)

. (34)
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The factor of ≈2 inside the argument of the tangent comes from the
difference between τ∗ = √

1/Gρ∗ and
√

R3/(GM∗). This condi-
tion grows more restrictive as β increases, with the right-hand side
of equation (34) roughly proportional to β−2.

For one-dimensional stellar collapse, high-resolution hydrody-
namical simulations indicate that a highly homologous collapse
is physically realized (BL08). As noted before, this is likely due
to a combination of two factors: the partial cancellation of stellar
pressure with self-gravity, and also that at/ag ≈ (Rt/R)3. This expla-
nation is supported by past investigations of stellar tidal disruption
in the affine ellipsoids approximation: for example, fig. 4 in CL83
shows the first-order cancellation of pressure and self-gravity for
early parts of Phase II. Three results of BL08 further support the
validity of the unperturbed free solutions in Phase II of a TDE.

(i) The actual collapse of the star is visually homologous during
Phase II, as seen by the near linearity of a vertical velocity versus
height plot at different times (BL08, fig. 2). Although the figure
deviates slightly from homologous collapse at large radii, possibly
due to the fact that the low-density outermost regions of the star
are disrupted slightly before the higher density inner regions (like
the peeling of onion shells), these outer deviations do not appear to
affect the key dynamics of the bounce.

(ii) The maximum central compression ρc ∼ β2/(γ−1)ρ∗ in ac-
cordance with the assumption of fully synchronized tidal free fall
(BL08, equation 43). We note that this is a geometric proxy for zmin.

(iii) The bounce of the collapsing star occurs after pericentre
passage (BL08, table 5). As shown above, this places a strong
constraint on the initial velocity perturbations. In particular, let us
consider a perfectly homologous collapse for the sake of argument,
with w̃0 = −λ̃0z̃0. Equation (32) will only be positive (i.e. bounce
after pericentre passage) if λ̃0 < (

√
2β

√
β − 1)−1, a rather small

perturbation (λ̃ < 0.04 for β = 7, as is relevant here).

These numerical results indicate that realistic one-dimensional
stars behave during Phase II much like the unperturbed free solu-
tions we presented in Section 3, supporting our earlier assumption
that debris energy ‘freezes in’ from f = ft down to the bounce, at
f = fc.

A final source of one-dimensional desynchronization can arise
from the star’s internal density gradient prior to disruption, which
will cause the core of the star (with peak density ρcore) to see an
effective βcore less than the mean β. If a star on a parabolic orbit
has a mean density ρ∗, and its core in isolation on that orbit would
possess βcore = β(ρ∗/ρcore)1/3, we can alter our desynchronization

formulas (in the high-β limit) to read τc �
√

R3
p/(GMBH)(fc,core −

fc), where fc, core is the anomaly of peak core compression. For a
γ = 5/3 polytrope, synchronized collapse only occurs if

βcore � 1 + cot2(fc + 8.5β−5/2). (35)

This condition is restrictive: if β = 3(10), it implies a maximum
density contrast ρcore/ρ∗ = 16(2.4). The fact that this effect does
not lead to significantly non-homologous collapse in the BL08 sim-
ulations implies that this lower bound on βcore must be generous.

5.3 Validity of free solutions in three dimensions

The full problem of tidal disruption is three dimensional, and
some three-dimensional simulations (Laguna et al. 1993; Guillo-
chon et al. 2009) have indicated that one-dimensional descriptions
of the bounce phase (Luminet & Carter 1986) may strongly overesti-
mate the degree of compression. However, lack of vertical resolution

in the three-dimensional simulations makes it difficult to interpret
the discrepancy, and some high-resolution simulations (Rosswog,
Ramirez-Ruiz & Hix 2009) do find degrees of compression closer
to our analytic expectations in Section 4. Although the impact of
higher dimensional effects on Phase III of a TDE will only be re-
solved through higher resolution hydrodynamical simulations, we
present here a simple analytic argument suggesting that a star made
of many columns, each undergoing homologous collapse, should
attain zmin comparable to one-dimensional predictions.

Three-dimensional desynchronization is an important effect that
cannot be ignored at high β: the bounce time-scale τ c ≈ 8.5τ ∗β−4

for γ = 5/3, while the time it takes the bulk of the star to pass across
the tidal radius is �t3D ≈ 1.4τ ∗(M∗/MBH)1/3. This implies that for
β larger than a critical value,

βd = 1.6

(
MBH

M∗

)1/12

, (36)

τ c � �t3D, and the leading edge of the star will collapse and
rebound well before the trailing edge. If we assume that the star is
truly in tidal free fall during Phase II, and seed velocity perturbations
remain as small in three dimensions as has been indicated in one-
dimensional simulations, then each column of the star will reach its
maximum compression at different t but the same fc.

This fc remains fixed in space, much like a nozzle, as the star
passes through it. An example of this ‘tidal nozzle’ has been seen
in hydrodynamical simulations of tidal disruptions of WDs; for
example, fig. 6 of Rosswog et al. (2009). Even if we assume the
maximum compression predicted by one-dimensional models of
stellar collapse (zmin ≈ 4.5R∗β−3, for γ = 5/3), the sound speed
in the stellar mid-plane, cs, c, will remain a small fraction of the
stellar orbital velocity. Specifically cs, c/Vp ≈ β1/2(M∗/MBH)1/3,
indicating that unphysically large β values are required for pressure
waves from the region of maximum compression to communicate
upstream to the Phase II material. Unless three-dimensional effects
influence earlier stages of a TDE (by seeding large perturbations
during the transition from Phase I to Phase II), it seems unlikely that
the star will be prevented from reaching the strong compressions
suggested by models of one-dimensional collapse. Among other
things, this highlights the importance of thermonuclear network
calculations for high-β TDEs (Luminet & Pichon 1989).

With these caveats in mind, we generalize the work of Section III
to perturbed in-plane free solutions, i.e. where every fluid element
at f = ft has initial positions {x0, y0} but also initial velocities {u0,
v0}. The in-plane coefficients for the corresponding ‘perturbed’ free
solutions are

Ap = 1

β2
(−8x̃0

√
β − 1 + 2ỹ0(β2 + 2β − 4))

+ 2
√

2

β3/2
(ũ0(2 − 3β) + ṽ0

√
β − 1(β − 2)), (37)

Bp = 1

5β2
(2x̃0

√
β − 1(β3 − 4β2 + 8) + ỹ0(9β3

−12β2 − 8β + 16)) + 1

5
√

2β3/2
(ũ0(β3 − 8β2

+ 28β − 16) + 2ṽ0

√
β − 1(3β2 − 6β + 8)), (38)

Cp = 1

β2
(x̃0(2β2 + β − 2) − 2ỹ0

√
β − 1(β2 − 1)

−
√

2β(ũ0(1 − 2β)
√

β − 1 + ṽ0(β − 1)2)) (39)
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Dp = − 1

20β2
(x̃0(β − 2) + 2ỹ0

√
β − 1

−
√

2β(ũ0

√
β − 1 + ṽ0)). (40)

If we now calculate the perturbed specific energy of the free
solutions, we find

εp = GMBHR∗
R2

t
(x̃0(1 − 2/β) + 2ỹ0

√
β−1 − β−2

−
√

2/β(ũ0

√
β − 1 + ṽ0)), (41)

where the initial velocities have been normalized by
√

GM∗/R∗.
Again, there is no leading order β dependence in the specific en-
ergy, although a calculation of �εp does not find it completely
β-independent as in equation (21). Nonetheless, the assumption of
tidal free fall during Phase II implies clearly that the frozen-in �ε

should be, to leading order, independent of β. As a simple test case,
we now apply these perturbed free solutions to a uniformly spinning
star, with normalized angular velocity ω̃ = ω/

√
GM∗/R3∗ such that

ω̃ = 1 is approximately the breakup frequency (and the spin is
taken as parallel to the orbital angular momentum). In equation
(41), we relabel x̃0 = r̃0 cos θ0, ỹ0 = r̃0 sin θ0, ũ0 = −ω̃r̃0 sin θ0,
ṽ0 = ω̃r̃0 cos θ0, and then extremize �ε with respect to θ0.

Results for constant Rt are plotted as thin lines in Fig. 9; in general,
prograde pre-disruption stellar spin will enhance the energy spread
�ε by a small factor, �2. Low β and high ω̃ will maximize this
energy spread. Generally, retrograde spins will decrease the energy
spread by smaller factors. The difference between prograde and
retrograde behaviour is geometrical: for prograde spins, the un-
bound (bound) half of the star tends to receive positive (negative)
specific energy perturbations �ε ∼ Vtω0r0, where Vt is the centre
of mass velocity at the tidal radius. For retrograde spins, this be-
haviour is reversed, although for retrograde spins close to breakup
the non-orthogonality of X̂ and V allows an enhancement to �εp.
The alignment of X̂ and V at f = ft increases as β increases, so that
the highest values of β see similar energy spreads for both prograde
and retrograde spins.

Figure 9. The enhancement �εp/�εu to the energy spread for initially
unperturbed free solutions, when pre-disruption stellar spin (along an axis
parallel to orbital angular momentum) is considered. The energy spread is
plotted against pre-disruption spin ω̃, where ω̃ is stellar spin normalized by
the breakup spin

√
GM∗/R3∗ . As in previous plots, the solid blue, dashed

orange, dotted purple and dot–dashed cyan curves represent β = 2, β = 4,
β = 10 and β = 40, respectively. The thin lines represent the dynamical
effects of stellar spin when the tidal radius is held constant; in the thick lines,
the tidal radius is also allowed to vary with stellar spin.

Figure 10. The maximum value of normalized stellar spin ω̃ that will not
produce significant 1D desynchronization leading into the phase III bounce.
We plot the exact value calculated from equation (34) as a solid green
line, and the asymptotic behaviour ω̃ � 2

√
2χcβ

−2 as a dashed yellow line.
Regions above the curves will experience desynchronization of vertical
collapse.

However, an important complication2 is that for spins near
breakup (prograde or retrograde), the tidal radius will increase,
decreasing the spread in specific debris energy. Using equation 13
of Kesden (2012a), we derive that

Rt(ω̃0) = R∗(MBH/M∗)1/3(1 − ω̃2
0)−1/3. (42)

This differs by a factor of 21/3 from the equivalent formula in Kesden
(2012a) due to a slight difference in the definition of Rt. The effect
of the growing tidal radius leads to sharp decreases in �εp for spins
very close to breakup, and, for ω̃0 � 0.5, dominates the dynamical
spin effects described in the previous paragraph. The combined
effects of a variable tidal radius and the dynamical contribution of
stellar spin to frozen-in energy are plotted as thick lines in Fig. 9.
In general, �εp is within a factor of 2 of �εu except for ω̃0 � 0.9
or ω̃0 � −0.6.

We note here that large stellar spins misaligned with the orbital
angular momentum vector could have a much greater impact on �ε

by inducing vertical desynchronization. A thorough investigation
of misaligned spin effects is beyond the scope of this work, but as
an idealized limiting case we apply equation (34) to approximate,
as a function of β, the maximum stellar spin allowed before the
Phase III bounce would be vertically desynchronized. Specifically,
we set w0 = ω0r0 and use equation (34) to calculate the regions
of parameter space in which the dynamical desynchronization of
stellar compression (due to the spread of velocities in a spinning
star) stretches out for longer than the hydrodynamical bounce time.
We plot these results in Fig. 10, and find that combinations of high
β and relatively rapid values of stellar spin are needed to strongly
desynchronize the vertical collapse.

Fig. 9 can be taken as representative of the effects of both pri-
mordial stellar spin, and the angular momentum imparted during
tidal spin-up of the star prior to its full disruption, during the tran-
sition between Phases I and II of a TDE. Tidal spin-up is unlikely
to produce misaligned spin, however, so the more dramatic type of
desynchronization suggested by Fig. 10 can only come from the
star’s original, pre-disruption spin. Furthermore, tidal spin-up may
produce effects similar to the thin curves of Fig. 9, provided the

2 This was pointed out to us by Michael Kesden.
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spin-up occurs close to the tidal radius of an equivalent, non-
spinning star.

For one-dimensional stellar collapse, the frozen-in �ε will dom-
inate the post-bounce �ε for all β. For three-dimensional collapse,
the numerical literature is less clear, but we have argued here that
three-dimensional effects are unlikely to strongly redistribute en-
ergy to in-plane motion, with the possible exception of when suf-
ficiently rapid stellar spin is misaligned with the orbital plane, or
perhaps when a similar misalignment between SMBH spin and
orbital angular momentum exists.

6 G E N E R A L R E L AT I V I S T I C C O R R E C T I O N S

The results of all prior sections have assumed purely Newtonian
gravity; however, for SMBHs with masses MBH > 106 M	, tidal
disruption of solar-type stars occurs at an orbital distance Rt � 50Rg.
Here the gravitational radius Rg = GMBH/c2. At these small separa-
tions, ballistic motion follows the geodesics of the Schwarzschild or
Kerr metric rather than free-fall trajectories in Newtonian gravity:
GR is important. A fully relativistic analysis of the problem of tidal
disruption is beyond the scope of this paper, although it has been
treated in the past in the case of the affine model (Luminet & Marck
1985), and in one-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations (Bras-
sart & Luminet 2010). If we treat the internal dynamics of the star
in a Newtonian way (i.e. assume tangentially flat space–time in the
small region occupied by the star), then equation (12)’s description
of vertical collapse will be modified, to become

z̈GR = ∂�

∂z

(
1 + 3

L2

r2

)
, (43)

where L is the orbital angular momentum of the star, r is the orbital
radius of the star (both in geometrized units) and we have limited
ourselves to non-spinning black holes. The qualitative results of
both Luminet & Marck (1985); Brassart & Luminet (2010) were
that the increased strength of the GR tidal field (relative to Newto-
nian gravity) can actually result in multiple vertical collapses, each
followed by separate bounces which are reversed by the relativis-
tically enhanced tidal field. For all but the most deeply plunging
TDEs (β � 30), the maximum compression is obtained on the first
vertical collapse and is similar to the Newtonian zmin (Luminet
& Marck 1985, fig. 10). Therefore, even though the formation of
multiple outgoing shockwaves could be an important outcome of
relativistic compression, the first-order spread in debris energy is
unlikely to be affected by multiple compressions for β � 30.

A separate relativistic effect concerns modifications to the pre-
bounce spread in debris energy, �ε. Equation (3) was derived by
Taylor expanding the Newtonian gravitational potential about the
star’s position when it crossed into the tidal sphere, then subtracting
the zeroth-order component. We will now repeat that procedure
for a post-Newtonian (PN) effective potential which incorporates
leading-order GR effects for non-spinning, Schwarzschild black
holes. Specifically, we use the 1PN harmonic coordinate Lagrangian
presented in Blanchet (2006, equation 174):

Lharm = Gm1m2

2r12
+ m1v

2
1

2
+ 1

c2

(
− G2m2

1m2

2r2
12

+ m1v
4
1

8

+ Gm1m2

r12

(
− 1

4
(n12 · v1)(n12 · v2) + 3

2
v2

1 − 7

4
(v1 · v2)

))
.

(44)

In this equation, m1 and m2 are the stellar and SMBH masses,
respectively. The coordinate separation between the two is r12, while

the unit vector pointing from the SMBH to the star is n12. The stellar
and SMBH velocity vectors are v1 and v2, respectively. We define
the effective potential as �eff = K − Lharm, where K represents the
kinetic energy component of the Lagrangian, i.e. those terms which
depend only on velocities. This equation was derived for arbitrary
mass–ratio systems, but here we identify the star as particle 1, the
SMBH as particle 2, and have dropped all terms proportional to v2

or m1/m2. The Taylor expansion of �eff up to first PN order, around
R = Rt, is given by

�εGR = GMBHR∗
R2

t

(
1 + 3V 2

t

2c2
− Rg

Rt

)
. (45)

From this equation, it is clear that GR corrections to the Newto-
nian potential will only matter for large, MBH > 107 M	 SMBHs,
with tidal radii close to or within the innermost stable circular orbit
(ISCO). However, all TDEs due to such black holes, or even more
massive ones (Kesden 2012a), will have debris energy spreads mod-
ified by GR around the ∼2 level (although we caution that our PN
approximation breaks down for tidal radii approaching the ISCO).
In this discussion, we have neglected spin effects, but they may also
play an important role for the subset of TDEs with Rp � RISCO.
During completion of this paper, a more precise formalism was pre-
sented for estimating the GR corrections described in this section
(Kesden 2012b). The results indicate generally small (factors � 3)
GR corrections which are maximized when the spread in energy of
a spherical star is calculated near the ISCO, in qualitative agreement
with our findings. We note however that Kesden (2012b) uses the
older, less accurate approach to treating ‘frozen-in’ debris energy,
i.e. evaluating the spread in energy at Rp rather than Rt. The primary
difference between our approaches is that if debris energy freezes
in at the tidal radius, GR corrections to �ε can only reach large, ∼2
levels for MBH � 107.5 M	. TDEs around low-mass SMBHs will
see negligible GR corrections to �ε, even if β is large.

7 G R AV I TAT I O NA L WAV E S

The parabolic motion of a star past orbital pericentre will produce
low-frequency GWs due to time variation in the quadrupole mo-
ment of the star-SMBH system. For pericentres Rp < Rt, past work
has indicated that such a signal could be marginally detectable with
a LISA-like instrument (Kobayashi et al. 2004). Analogous work
has focused on the inspiral of a WD into an IMBH, where a similar
signal could be generated by a violent disruption (Rosswog et al.
2009; Haas et al. 2012), or a longer lived GW signal could be ac-
companied by electromagnetic transients due to inspiral and stable
mass transfer (Zalamea, Menou & Beloborodov 2010). An alter-
nate, internal source of GWs in TDEs comes from time variation
of the star’s own quadrupole moment during the Phase III vertical
rebound, which was estimated in the past to generate GWs with
strain h ∝ β3 (Guillochon et al. 2009).

In this section, we present more detailed estimates of the ‘internal’
GWs due to stellar pancaking and rebound, a process analogous to
GW generation during core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe). As we
shall demonstrate, TDE GWs are weakened relative to those in
CCSNe due to lower collapse velocities and bounce accelerations,
but are increased due to the large degree of stellar asymmetry, and
perhaps also by the correspondingly long lever arm of collapse in
the quadrupole moment tensor.

Specifically, we consider GW emission at the moment of maxi-
mum stellar compression, which we for now take to be synchronized
throughout the star (but which will actually occur at different times
for each point in the star, as seen in Section 5). The two polarization
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components of a GW signal, h+ and h×, can be read off of the
transverse traceless GW strain

hTT
ij = 2G

dc4
J̈TT

ij , (46)

where d is the distance from the observer to the source, Jij =
Iij − 1

3 δij δklIkl is the reduced quadrupole moment tensor, JTT
ij is a

projection of Jij , and Ikl is the standard quadrupole moment tensor:

Ïkl = ∫
d3rρ ×⎛

⎜⎝
2ẋ2 + 2xẍ 2ẋẏ + ẍy + xÿ 2ẋż + ẍz + xz̈

2ẋẏ + ẍy + xÿ 2ẏ2 + 2yÿ 2ẏż + ÿz + yz̈

2ẋż + ẍz + xz̈ 2ẏż + ÿz + yz̈ 2ż2 + 2zz̈

⎞
⎟⎠. (47)

To order of magnitude in the limit of fully synchronous vertical
collapse, and neglecting the (weak) β dependence of all x and y
terms, we then have

Ïkl

M∗R2∗τ−2∗
∼

∫
d3r

⎛
⎝ β0 β0 β5

β0 β0 β5

β5 β5 β2

⎞
⎠,

where we have taken γ = 5/3 (as we will for the remainder of
this section) and approximated z ∼ β−3R∗, ż ∼ β

√
GM∗/R∗ and

z̈ ∼ ż/τc ∼ β5GM∗/R2
∗ .

If only diagonal terms are considered, the second derivative of
the quadrupole tensor will be ∝ β2. However, the extremely steep
β5 dependence of the off-diagonal Ïxz and Ïyz terms indicates that
viewing angles not closely aligned with ẑ could in principle observe
copious GW production. This steeper β dependence arises from
the yz̈ and xz̈ terms, which couple the long (and only weakly β

dependent) lever arms within the orbital plane to the rapid vertical
acceleration of the bounce. We note that physically, Ïxz ∼ 10Ïyz

because for the large β where GW emission is relevant, ŷ will be
aligned with the star’s longest principal axis.

However, two degrees of symmetry present in this problem will
substantially reduce the magnitudes of Ïxz and Ïyz. The free solutions
indicate that to lowest order, tidally free-falling bodies should pos-
sess reflection symmetry about their in-plane principal axes. There
is also an additional symmetry of reflection about the orbital plane.
If these symmetries are exact, the off-diagonal terms in equation
(47) will integrate to 0. The in-plane symmetries are broken when
R∗/R ∼ 1, i.e. for deeply plunging disruptions around low-mass
SMBHs. The orbital plane reflection symmetry is more robust, and
likely can only be broken by misalignment between the orbital plane
and SMBH or stellar spin, which is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. For the remainder of this section, we treat GW emission from
off-diagonal terms as speculative, but the large magnitude of these
terms in the integrand should motivate future work on disruptions
of spinning stars, or TDEs around spinning SMBHs.

For β < βd, three-dimensional desynchronization is unimpor-
tant and the star collapses almost simultaneously, emitting GWs
with a peak frequency of ≈1/τ c, which, using the calibration of
τ c ≈ 8.5β−4τ ∗ from the affine model and one-dimensional hydro
simulations (Section 4), gives

fGW ≈ 15 Hz

(
β

25

)4

m1/2
∗ r−3/2

∗ , (48)

where we have normalized m∗ = M∗/M	 and r∗ = R∗/R	. Low-
mass stars have an easier time achieving high frequencies; if we use
the relation R∗ ∝ M0.8

∗ for main-sequence stars with M∗ ≤ M	, we
find fGW ≈ 10 Hz at β = 15, for M∗ = 0.1 M	.

These frequencies are located on the far edge of the Advanced
LIGO band, although with steep β dependence. Because the three-
dimensional desynchronization discussed in Section 5 results in the
leading edge of the star collapsing before the trailing edge (which
lags by a time �t3D), the GW signal will be smeared out over a
range of frequencies between 1/�t3D and 1/τ c when β > βd. This
smears out the GW emission by a factor �t3D/τ c, giving us the
strain estimates

h+ ≈ 1 × 10−25m2
∗r

−1
∗ d−1

10

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(
β

βd

)2
, β � βd(

β

βd

)−2
M

1/6
6 , β � βd

(49)

h× ≈ 1 × 10−23 �m2
∗r

−1
∗ d−1

10

⎧⎨
⎩

(
β

βd

)5
, β � βd(

β

βd

)
M

5/12
6 , β � βd

. (50)

Here d10 is distance to the source normalized to 10 megaparsecs, and
for clarity (i.e. to separate diagonal and off-diagonal components
of J̈ij into different polarization states) we have assumed a line of
sight along the y-axis so that dh+ = G(J̈xx − J̈zz)/c4, and dh× =
2GJ̈xz/c

4. As in Section 5, βd ≈ 6 is the critical β value above which
TDEs experience significant three-dimensional desynchronization.
We have defined a dimensionless parameter, � (which is most likely
�1), to parametrize the unknown degree of reflection asymmetry
in Phase III of a TDE.

The prospects for high-frequency GW observation of TDEs in-
volving main-sequence stars appear dim, unless � � 0.1. If we limit
ourselves to GWs from Ïzz, then disruptions of abundant low-mass
stars have an easier time falling within the Advanced LIGO band,
but produce too little strain to be detected; disruptions of solar-type
stars produce a barely detectable strain at d ∼ 1 Mpc, but will lie
outside the Advanced LIGO band for β � 25.

Tidal disruptions of WDs by IMBHs appear more promising: a
WD of mass 1 M	 and radius 6 × 106 m disrupted at β = 5 by a
104 M	 IMBH will produce h+ ≈ 6 × 10−24 from a distance of
20 Mpc (neglecting all strain from off-diagonal terms in J̈ij ). The
peak emission frequency fGW ≈ 60 Hz, but the existence of IMBHs
is sufficiently uncertain that we do not attempt a rate estimate. We
note that the level of emission seen at ∼50 Hz frequencies in full nu-
merical relativity simulations of WD-IMBH disruptions (Haas et al.
2012) was approximately ×103 smaller than our prediction. This
may not be surprising, as the maximum density enhancement seen in
these simulations is �10, not ∼200 as predicted by one-dimensional
models (γ = 5/3, β ≈ 10). It is likely that this discrepancy is at least
partially due to insufficient vertical resolution: after disruption, the
smallest grid cell in these simulations is ≈RWD/40. Furthermore,
Newtonian and pseudo-Newtonian simulations of β ≈ 10 WD TDEs
(Rosswog et al. 2009) find maximum degrees of vertical compres-
sion ∼100, in approximate agreement with the arguments presented
in Sections 4 and 5.

8 O B S E RVAT I O NA L I M P L I C AT I O N S

In this section, we discuss the observational implications of a revised
�ε for optical transient searches. In general, we predict longer decay
times but lower initial mass fallback rates than prior works (Strubbe
& Quataert 2009).

Using the introduced index n, we rederive here a number of
important consequences of equation (4) in a parametrized way. The
fallback time for the most tightly bound debris is

tfall = 3.5 × 106 sec k−3/2β−3n/2M
1/2
6 m−1

∗ r3/2
∗ , (51)
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where we have used the normalizations M6 = MBH/(106 M	),
m∗ = M∗/M	 and r∗ = R∗/R	. The rate of mass fallback evolves
with time t as

Ṁ fall ≈ M∗
3tfall

(
t

tfall

)−5/3

, (52)

and is initially super-Eddington for disruptions of solar-type stars
by SMBHs with MBH � 107.5 M	. Assuming a radiative efficiency
0 < η < 1, the peak (i.e. time of first pericentre return) mass fallback
rate is given by

Ṁpeak

ṀEdd
≈ 133 η−1k

3/2β3n/2M
−3/2
6 m2

∗r
−3/2
∗ , (53)

implying that the maximum black hole mass that can undergo a
phase of super-Eddington accretion is given by

MBH,max = 2.6 × 107 M	 η
2/3
−1 kβnm4/3

∗ r−1
∗ . (54)

The mass fallback rate becomes sub-Eddington at a time

tEdd = 6.6 × 107 sec η
3/5
−1 k−3/5β−3n/5M

−2/5
6 m1/5

∗ r3/5
∗ , (55)

although if tEdd < tfall there is no super-Eddington accretion phase.
Here we have set η−1 = η/.1. Considering the dependences of equa-
tions (51), (53), (54) and (55) on n, we see that adopting equation (3)
can have dramatic effects on TDEs from stars on deeply plunging
(β > 3) orbits. In particular, using the correct values of �ε reduces
the peak mass fallback rate, decreasing the maximum SMBH mass
that can produce a super-Eddington accretion phase. On the other
hand, for TDEs with super-Eddington accretion, the duration of the
super-Eddington phase is extended for (realistic) low-n values.

We plot the effect of n on the mass fallback rate in Fig. 11. In
previous literature (n = 2), a wide variety of mass fallback curves
were possible, with high peaks and fast decay times accompanying
large β values. If n = 0, however, the mass fallback rate is gen-
erally independent of β. Under simplifying assumptions about the
relationship of disc luminosity to Ṁ (often but inaccurately taken
as L ∝ Ṁ; for complications see Lodato et al. (2009); Lodato &
Rossi (2011)), the fallback time-scale can be inferred by sufficiently
long light-curve observations. Alternatively, in the future it may be
possible to measure tfall directly, by measuring the delay between

Figure 11. Mass fallback curves (normalized by the Eddington fallback
rate) versus time since disruption in days, for a variety of TDEs. SMBH
masses of 106 M	, 107 M	 and 5 × 107 M	 are plotted as thin, normal
and thick curves, respectively. Likewise, β values of 1, 2 and 10 are plotted as
black dot–dot–dashed, blue solid and purple dotted curves assuming n = 2,
the power-law index defined by �ε ∝ βn – see equation (4). If n = 0,
the black dot–dot–dashed curves represent all β values. Here we consider
solar-type stars, and for simplicity set k = 1 and η = 0.1.

the onset of accretion and a prompt signal accompanying stellar
disruption (either X-ray shock breakout or GWs). In either case,
the β independence of tfall will simplify parameter extraction, in
particular measurement of MBH.

Adopting n = 0 will also alter the distribution of β in the TDEs
detected by individual wide-field surveys, Ṅdet(β). This is a quan-
tity distinct from the distribution of the intrinsic TDE rate, ṄTDE(β),
which scales as ṄTDE ∝ β−1 for two-body relaxation in the ‘pin-
hole’ regime (BL08). Alternatively, if the dominant source of loss
cone fuelling is two-body relaxation in the ‘diffusion’ regime, al-
most all TDEs will have β = 1; however, since most SMBHs are sup-
plied with stars coming from the boundary between these regimes
we will consider the pinhole regime for the remainder of this sec-
tion (as it is the relaxational regime with non-trivial β dependence).
If the TDE rate is dominated by the effects of an axisymmetric
(Vasiliev & Merritt 2013) or triaxial (Merritt & Poon 2004) stellar
potential, the distribution of β will also follow the pinhole regime’s
scaling.

If we first consider UV or soft X-ray surveys sensitive to the
peak frequencies of TDE disc emission, then the peak luminosity
L ∝ Ṁpeak ∝ β3n/2, implying a survey horizon rhor ∝ β3n/4 and
a detection rate Ṅdet ∝ β (9n−4)/4. Optical detections of TDE discs
will not be sensitive to the event’s bolometric luminosity but rather
to emission on the Rayleigh–Jeans tail, for which L ∝ Ṁ1/4 and
Ṅdet ∝ β (9n−16)/16 (Lodato & Rossi 2011). However, both of these
scaling relations for Ṅdet assume a purely flux-limited survey; in
the old picture of TDE energy spread (n = 2), high-β events would
be favoured by their high flux but disfavoured by their shorter time-
scales of peak emission. If the time-scale of peak emission, tfall, is
less than the survey cadence, tcad, then the probability of detection
will be approximately reduced by the factor tfall/tcad. This gives
Ṅdet ∝ β (3n−4)/4 and Ṅdet ∝ β (−15n−16)/16 for X-ray and optical disc
emission, respectively.

Although the details remain uncertain, several recent papers
(Strubbe & Quataert 2009; Lodato & Rossi 2011) have predicted
that super-Eddington, radiation-driven outflows may dominate early
emission from TDE accretion discs, particularly at long wave-
lengths. Using a simple blackbody model with peak frequency νbb

(Lodato & Rossi 2011), which predicts a peak luminosity L ∝ β97/24

at frequencies ν < νbb, or L ∝ β2/5 for ν > νbb, we can repeat the
above calculations. The β dependence of all different scenarios are
presented in Table 1. With n = 0, all observational strategies are
biased in favour of low-β detections, including many strategies that
once favoured high-β TDEs.

Table 1. Here we display the scaling exponents s for the β depen-
dence of the TDE detection rate, Ṅdet(β) ∝ βs . In the first column,
we describe the frequency and source of emission (SE indicates a
super-Eddington outflow); in the second, we give s for the standard
scenario n = 2 and a high-cadence survey; in the third, we again
consider s in the standard scenario, but for a slow-cadence survey;
in the final column, we give s for our revised �ε, with n = 0,
at any cadence. In this table, νbb refers to the ‘blackbody’ fre-
quency of peak emission (the super-Eddington outflow is assumed
to have a thermal spectrum; the disc emission is better modelled
as a multicolour blackbody).

Scenario n = 2 ( tfall
tcad

> 1) n = 2 ( tfall
tcad

< 1) n = 0

Disc, ν ≈ νbb 7/2 1/2 −1
Disc, ν < νbb 1/8 −23/8 −1
SE, ν ≈ νbb −2/5 −17/5 −7/10
SE, ν < νbb 81/16 33/16 −33/16
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9 D ISCUSSION

In this paper, we have analysed the tidal disruption and free fall of
a star in the context of ‘free solutions’ to the Hill equations of the
parabolic restricted three-body problem. The important conclusions
of this work are the following.

(i) During the tidal disruption of a star, debris energy freezes in
at R = Rt, not R = Rp.

(ii) Consequently, the spread in debris energy is smaller than in
past analytic predictions. This will result in flares with longer fall-
back times, i.e. ones that decay more slowly but have smaller initial
fallback rates. Fewer TDEs will drive powerful super-Eddington
outflows than has been predicted in the past.

(iii) The spread in debris energy is generally dominated by the
freeze-in energy, although redistribution of the kinetic energy of
vertical collapse to in-plane motions may result in slight variation
in �ε for low β ( � 5). Rapidly spinning stars may see a stronger
version of this effect at high β if their spins are misaligned with the
orbital angular momentum vector.

(iv) The leading order GR corrections to the frozen-out value of
�ε are small, and generally negligible unless Rp � 6Rg. For such
TDEs (i.e. all TDEs for SMBH masses above 107.5 M	), we have
derived for the first time the 1PN modifications to �ε.

(v) The free solution model we have introduced is, in the limit of
spherical and static initial conditions, an approximate simplification
of the affine model. However, the ability to include a range of non-
spherical or dynamic initial conditions gives it a degree of flexibility
not present in the affine model. Furthermore, the deformations to
an initially spherical body in tidal free fall are not ellipsoids, as is
assumed by the affine model.

(vi) GWs are generated from variation in the internal quadrupole
moment of a tidally disrupting star, reaching peak amplitude at
the moment of maximum compression and bounce. GW emission
is likely dominated by a single term in the quadrupole moment
tensor, Ïzz ∝ β2. For main-sequence stars, these are unlikely to be
detectable by ground-based GW interferometers. GWs from the
tidal disruption of WDs by IMBHs are more promising targets, and
for modest β values (∼5) could be detectable to tens of megaparsecs.

(vii) GW emission from non-diagonal terms in the star’s
quadrupole moment could alter the previous conclusion, since
Ïxz, Ïyz ∝ β5. However, in order for these terms to possess a non-
zero pre-factor, the reflection symmetry of the TDE about the or-
bital plane must be broken by either SMBH or stellar spin. Whether
this can be done without desynchronizing the vertical collapse and
weakening the β dependence of Ïxz, Ïyz is unclear.

The existing hydrodynamical literature did not until very recently
support the first three of these conclusions. With a few exceptions,
prior work has focused mainly on the common β = 1 events, for
which equations (2) and (3) are identical. In Laguna et al. (1993), the
authors conducted smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simu-
lations in a static Schwarzschild background geometry for β = {1,
5, 10}. They found that the fallback time scaled approximately as
tfall ∝ β−1.5 and the velocity of unbound ejecta vej ∝ β0.5, both of
which imply the intermediate value of n = 1, for the power-law
index defined in equation (4) as �ε ∝ βn. However, the limited
resolution of their simulations (7000 SPH particles) makes it un-
clear whether they would have possessed the mid-plane resolution
to resolve the phase of maximum compression; indeed, they find
that ρc ∝ β1.5−2, a scaling well below analytic predictions as well
as the higher-resolution one-dimensional simulations of BL08.

It is also possible that our approximations have underestimated
the efficiency with which the bounce phase can redistribute the
energy of vertical collapse to motions within the orbital plane, per-
haps due to neglect of GR effects during phase III. Alternatively,
the simulations of Laguna et al. (1993) may be altered by entropy
production due to artificial viscosity, as suggested by the authors.

More recent hydrodynamical simulations of high-β disruptions
did not publish details on the spread of debris energy (Kobayashi
et al. 2004; Guillochon et al. 2009), although we note that Kobayashi
et al. (2004), using a one-dimensional mesh code, found results in
qualitative agreement with BL08. On the other hand, Guillochon
et al. (2009) found a vastly lower degree (ρc ≈ 4ρ∗) of central
compression for a β = 7 event than what is predicted analytically,
by the affine model, or by one-dimensional hydrodynamic simula-
tions, with the difference attributed to a combination of insufficient
mid-plane resolution and the physical, three-dimensional effects
discussed in Section 5. However, we have shown that these multi-
dimensional effects are unlikely to be large due to the proximity of
the sonic point to the region of maximum compression.

During the completion of this paper, an independent numerical
study (Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013) was posted which found
an approximate constancy in �ε for 1 � β � 4, in the course of a
thorough investigation of low-β TDEs. This result is broadly com-
patible with our paper, although further hydrodynamical simulations
will be required to explore high-β values, and to test our prediction
of desynchronized collapse for rapidly rotating, misaligned stars
(which could restore a β dependence to �ε, for deeply plunging
disruptions). Like Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz (2013), we argue
that the assumption of frozen-in debris energy is made much more
valid by assuming that the energy freezes in when internal forces
become negligible at R = Rt, not at later times.

We note that the free solutions are of course an approximation
to the physical reality of tidal disruption, and neglect a number
of important physical effects. Some areas in particular need of fur-
ther clarification by hydrodynamical simulation are the velocity and
shape perturbations induced on the star by the non-linear hydrody-
namics of tidal disruption at R ≈ Rt. Although BL08 found these
effects to generally be negligible for Phase II and III of a TDE, their
simulations were one dimensional and it is conceivable that in three
dimensions the picture may change. The free solutions also fail to
capture GR effects relevant for large β values, although we have ar-
gued based on our own analysis and past literature that these effects
do not qualitatively change our conclusions. Furthermore, we have
not considered the effects of SMBH spin, which if misaligned with
the orbital plane may be able to desynchronize stellar collapse.

Despite these limitations, the free solutions are a simple yet pow-
erful method for considering the tidal free fall of disrupted bodies.
Although we have focused on the disruption of main-sequence stars
by SMBHs, we stress that much of our analysis is general and ap-
plies equally well to other scenarios, such as tidal disruption of WDs
by IMBHs, or of planets or asteroids by more compact bodies. In all
of these scenarios, the decoupling of vertical from in-plane motion
will strongly compress the disrupted object, often by many orders
of magnitude. In future work, we aim to apply the free solutions
to these alternative physical regimes, as well as to internal motions
such as pre-disruption rotation or post-disruption shock formation.
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A P P E N D I X A : T H E PA R A B O L I C
H I L L E QUAT I O N S

Consider the parabolic restricted three-body problem, where the
central mass MBH � M∗ and M∗ = m1 + m2. Here the smaller
bodies of masses m1 and m2 represent pieces of the star undergoing
tidal disruption. The equations of motion for this system are derived
in section 2 of SKR10; we present the derivation here for complete-
ness. These differential equations do not make assumptions about
the relative masses of m1 and m2, but do neglect the barycentric
motion of the SMBH.

If we centre our coordinate system on the SMBH, and define
position vectors r1 and r2 for the smaller particles, we can write the
Newtonian equations of motion:

r̈1 = −GMBH

r3
1

r1 + Gm2

|r1 − r2|3 (r2 − r1) (A1)

r̈2 = −GMBH

r3
2

r2 − Gm1

|r1 − r2|3 (r2 − r1). (A2)

Defining r = r2 − r1, we can then write

r̈ = −GMBH

r3
2

r2 + GMBH

r3
1

r1 − GM∗
r3

r. (A3)

Next, we assume that both of the smaller bodies are roughly
following a parabolic centre of mass trajectory,

R = 2Rp

1 + cos f
(cos f , sin f , 0), (A4)

so we can linearize equations (A1), (A2) as r1 ≈ R + δr1, r2 ≈
R + δr2 (assuming δr1, 2 � R) to find

r̈ = GMBH

R3

(
−r + 3r · R

R2
R

)
− GM∗

r3
r. (A5)

Here we have discarded all terms quadratic or higher in δr1, 2.
Separating this equation of motion into components gives us three
ordinary differential equations for the coordinate motion of each
small body. Following the unit convention of Section 3, where
tildes denote distances normalized by R∗ and times normalized by√

R3∗/(GM∗), these parabolic Hill equations are

¨̃x = β3 (1 + cos f )3

8
[−x̃ + 3(x̃ cos f + ỹ sin f ) cos f ]

− x̃

(x̃2 + ỹ2 + z̃2)3/2
(A6)

¨̃y = β3 (1 + cos f )3

8
[−ỹ + 3(x̃ cos f + ỹ sin f ) sin f ]

− ỹ

(x̃2 + ỹ2 + z̃2)3/2
(A7)
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¨̃z = −β3 (1 + cos f )3

8
z̃ − z̃

(x̃2 + ỹ2 + z̃2)3/2
. (A8)

Dropping the last term (which gives the interaction between the
masses m1 and m2) in each of these three equations allows the
six ‘free solutions’ to the parabolic Hill equations to be found
analytically. These solutions are given in equations (8) and (14),
and represent the motion of a cloud of test particles in tidal free fall,
if m1 is taken to be a particle located at x̃ = ỹ = z̃ = 0, and m2 is a
particle located anywhere else in the cloud.

Each of the six free solutions can be thought of as the perturbation
to a single orbital element of the parabolic centre of mass trajectory.
Specifically, the in-plane solutions vary longitude of pericentre (A),
time of pericentre (B), variation in the pericentre distance (C) and
variation in eccentricity given a fixed pericentre (D). The out of
plane solutions represent rotations around the apsidal line (E) and
latus rectum (F).

A P P E N D I X B: PR I N C I PA L A X E S
O F F R E E S O L U T I O N S

Using the in-plane free solutions, we find that the initial phases of
the principal axes at f = fc are given by

cos θex = ±
√

1

2
± j

2
√

j 2 + 4k2
(B1)

where

j = −16

25
β + 148

25
+ 1312

25β
− 352

5β2

+
√

1 − β−1

(
−16

25
β + 788

25
− 2208

25β
+ 32

5β2

)

k =
√

β

(
72

25
− 936

25β
+ 1144

25β2
− 16

5β3

)

+
√

β − 1

(
72

25
+ 216

25β
− 176

5β2

)
(B2)

are exact expressions. Note that this gives us eight possible solutions
for θ ex. While four are spurious, the other four of these are valid,
with each minimum (maximum) in rH possessing an equal minimum
(maximum) 180◦ around the star’s centre of mass. In particular, for
sin θ0 > 0,

cos θmin = (−1)p
√

1

2
+ (−1)q

j

2
√

j 2 + 4k2
(B3)

and

cos θmax = (−1)P
√

1

2
+ (−1)Q

j

2
√

j 2 + 4k2
. (B4)

Here the behaviour of θmin and θmax is piecewise with respect to
β, due to zeros of j and k. We can describe this behaviour for all
β > 1 by setting

{p, q, P , Q} =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

{1, 2, 2, 1}, β < 1.073

{2, 1, 1, 2}, 1.073 ≤ β < 4.944

{1, 2, 2, 1}, 4.944 ≤ β.

(B5)

To gain better intuition for the geometry of these principal axes,
we can Taylor expand rlong = rH(θmax) and rshort = rH(θmin) in the
limit of large β:

rlong = 4

5
β1/2 + 22

5
β−1/2 + O(β−3/2) (B6)

rshort = 2β−1/2 − 23

2
β−3/2 + O(β−5/2). (B7)

These results are poorly convergent for β < 10, but describe
the exact solutions well above this threshold. We are now in
a position to derive approximate formulae for the angles pre-
sented in Fig. 3. By expanding the numerator and denominator
of tan ψc = −yH(θmax)/xH(θmax) we find

tan ψc ≈ 16β1/2 + 86β−1/2

8 + 185β−1
. (B8)

Using trigonometric identities and the Keplerian expression
tan ϒc = √

β + √
β − 1 ≈ 2β1/2 (ϒc is the angle between the x̂

direction and a parabolic orbit’s velocity vector at f = fc), we find
the misalignment angle

tan νc ≈ 284

32β3/2 + 180β1/2 + 185β−1/2
. (B9)

We have defined νc as the (positive) angle between the centre of
mass velocity and the long principal axis at f = fc. It asymptotes to
0◦ as β goes to ∞.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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